1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Tissue engineering is a significant field emerging in the world of health care research. This discipline aims to provide new and efficient ways to treat a multitude of clinical injuries, ranging from bone non-unions to nerve transections. Modern treatments for common tissue defects include autografts, using harvested tissue from elsewhere in the patient\'s body; allografts, using harvested tissue from other patients; or on rare occasions xenografts, using tissues harvested from other species \[[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]\]. There are many downsides with these approaches, including donor site morbidity, risk of infection, and scarcity of donor material \[[@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13]\]. For these reasons, tissue engineering efforts continue to look towards the development of alternative therapeutic options including those summarized in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. A common goal of tissue engineering is to develop a scaffold suitable for cell growth, which can then be stimulated and manipulated towards a desired tissue type. The scaffold used must be mechanically competent for the forces present in the relevant tissue, non-immunogenic, biocompatible with the endogenous tissue, and must degrade in the body over time. A variety of cells can be used, including cells derived from natural tissues, specific progenitor cells, as well as various potencies of stem cells \[[@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16]\]. An array of stimuli has been used to cause the differentiation and integration of the tissue engineered system into an implantation site. Two examples of external stimuli that remain the focus of ongoing investigations are mechanical and electrical stimulation (ES) \[[@bib14],[@bib15],[@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20]\]. These methods of external stimuli result in differentiation by promoting the release of growth factors and bimolecular signals \[[@bib16],[@bib21]\].Fig. 1Summary of treatment strategies for musculoskeletal tissues. Most of these modalities are either at various stages of FDA approval or proven effective in pre-clinical models. Biological grafts continue to be the standard treatment modality.Fig. 1

Growth factors play an important role in tissue regeneration. It has been shown that the independent and direct use of exogenous growth factors is an effective means to induce cellular healing and regeneration \[[@bib22]\]. While the exogenous use of growth factors has its advantages, adjunctive use of ES for tissue regeneration is perhaps a superior modality, given that side effects are markedly limited for ES. Limitations of growth factors include cost, complications of drug delivery such as avoiding growth factor delivery bolus, and questions of safety \[[@bib22]\]. The benefits of ES on excitable tissues, including neurons and muscle tissue, have been studied \[[@bib23]\]. ES possesses the ability to promote and direct neurite outgrowth, incite muscle contractions, and promote bone growth \[[@bib18],[@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26]\]. Moreover, ES has the ability to enhance the maturation and differentiation of cells \[[@bib17],[@bib18]\]. Numerous methods for delivering ES exist, including surface electrodes and direct tissue stimulation; however, none provide researchers with the ability to deliver ES with high specificity. For this reason, a suitable graft material has been sought that has the ability to conduct and distribute ES to targeted cells while also fulfilling the requirements of a tissue-engineered construct.

Electroactive materials that conduct applied electric potential are appropriate materials for the delivery of ES. Conducting polymers with conjugated pi-bond systems on their backbones lead to a large chain of loosely bound electrons \[[@bib27]\]. Once reduced or oxidized by a dopant molecule, this system allows polymers to have high electron mobility \[[@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib30]\]. As described in Shirakawa et al. iodine vapor was used as a doping agent to oxidize polyacetylene and increase its conductivity 10 million-fold \[[@bib31],[@bib32]\]. Alternatively, ionically conductive (IC) polymers can be generated on any polymeric biomaterial by introducing ionic functional groups such as carboxylic, sulfonic, phosphonic, and amine, to name a few. This class of materials conducts electricity in the physiologic environment via counter flow of ions upon application of ES \[[@bib33],[@bib34]\]. Unlike electronically conducting thermoset polymers like polyaniline, IC polymers exhibit properties of the parent polymers chosen for ionic functionalization. Polymers can be chosen to improve overall physicochemical properties leading to improved biocompatibility and degradation profiles \[[@bib35]\].

In our previous work, we showed the use of IC polymers and their conductive properties for nerve regeneration \[[@bib35]\]. The purpose of this review will be to analyze the current state of conductive materials used in conjunction with ES for tissue regeneration. In addition, this review will provide an in-depth assessment on the effects of ES on major tissues in the body, including how electroactive materials have been used to implement these effects. An analysis of the cellular mechanisms and theories as to how ES works will be discussed, and both *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies will be reviewed. It is important to note that other ongoing tissue engineering strategies exist, including ultrasound and laser therapies, which are beyond the scope of this review \[[@bib36]\].

2. ES through conductive materials {#sec2}
==================================

The production of functional biological substitutes results from the combination of scaffolds, cells and biological molecules, and plays an important role in tissue repair and regeneration in different tissue engineering applications. The properties of biomaterial scaffolds make them to serve as matrices for cell adhesion and it enhances the interactions between biomaterials and cells, as well as further regulate their activities such as proliferation and differentiation. Natural polymers such as chitosan, gelatin, collage, alginate and so on and synthetic polymers including polylactide (PLA), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), polycaprolactone (PCL), poly(glycerol sebacate), and polyurethane (PU) are the dominant biomaterials as scaffolds for tissue engineering \[[@bib37]\]. Conducting biomaterials include the hybrid biomaterials with aforementioned polymers with carbon nanotubes, carbon nanowires, graphene, and metallic particle (e.g. gold nanoparticle) have been widely investigated in biosensor and bone tissue engineering applications due to their high electrical conductivity \[[@bib37]\]. However, drawbacks like non-biodegradability, problems of unknown long-term *in vivo* toxicity, and inhomogeneous distribution of the conductive particles in the composite system lead to non-reliable conductive properties limited their widespread and successful use.

The use of conductive scaffolds in tissue regeneration provides a unique and attractive new option for delivering localized ES at the implantation site. Their inherent conductance allows for the transmittance of cell based ionic cues during cellular processes that can direct cells to align in specific directions and can promote their differentiation in various tissue types \[[@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41]\]. Application of ES has been shown to enhance bone growth and fusion, as well as accelerate axon regeneration \[[@bib42],[@bib43]\]. The potential of using conductive polymers in conjunction with ES treatment increases the efficiency of ES by better delivering the current to the target damaged tissue. Due to conductive polymers making ES more efficient, a lower stimulus can be applied to the target tissue for the same or greater regenerative effect. While non-conductive biomaterials would still be acceptable as scaffolds for regenerating damaged tissue, they would not have the synergy with amplifying ES treatment that conductive biomaterials have. However, drawbacks like non-biodegradability, problems of unknown long-term *in vivo* toxicity, and inhomogeneous distribution of the conductive particles in the composite system limited their widespread and successful use.

Conducting polymers such as polypyrrole (PPy), polyaniline (PANI) and polythiophene derivatives are the new generation of organic materials exhibiting electrical and optical properties like metals and inorganic semiconductors, but also displaying properties including ease of synthesis and processing flexibility \[[@bib44]\]. The exact potential and advantage of these conductive polymers desired for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine is based on their conductivity, reversible oxidation, redox stability, biocompatibility, hydrophobicity, three-dimensional geometry and surface topography. Also, their ability to control a range of physical and chemical properties electronically by (i) surface functionalization techniques, and (ii) the use of a wide range of molecules that can be trapped or used as dopants \[[@bib37]\]. In many regenerative medicine approaches, including neural and cardiac tissue engineering, the importance of conducting polymeric material as nanocomposites could be used to host cell growth so that electrical stimulation can be applied directly to cells through the composite \[[@bib44]\]. In comparison to other conductive materials for biological applications, conducting polymers are cheap, simple to synthesize, and flexible. Additionally, conducting polymers provide control over the intensity and length of electrical stimulation in various tissue engineering applications. [Table-1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} details the properties, conductivity, and doping method for key conductive polymers and relates them to their tissue regenerative applications \[[@bib44]\].Table 1Comparison of the conductive polymers used in different tissue regeneration. The Maximum conductivity, doping type, and material properties are listed for the main conductive polymers used in tissue regeneration.Table 1Polymeric MaterialMaximum conductivity (S/cm)Types of dopingPropertiesApplicationsPolypyrrole (PPy)40--200PHighly conductive, opaque, Brittle, Amorphous structureNerve, cardiac and Bone tissue engineering applicationPolythiophene (PT)10--100PGood electrical conductivity and optical propertyBiosensors and Food IndustryPolyaniline (PANI)5, bulk films (upto 100 S/m)n, pSemiflexible polymer requires simple doping/de-doping chemistryNerve and Cardiac tissue engineering

2.1. Applying ES {#sec2.1}
----------------

There are various ways to apply ES to both conductive scaffolds and directly on tissues. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} displays a schematic for applying ES to study the effect on cells *in vitro*. Commonly used techniques that can be performed without a scaffold or substrate include capacitive coupling, direct coupling, inductive coupling, or a combination thereof \[[@bib23]\]. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} summarizes some of the examples of ES application in pre-clinical animal models. Capacitive coupling involves the placement of two cutaneous electrodes on opposite sides of the target tissue. Direct coupling requires the placement of a cathode at the injury site with a complementary anode in surrounding soft tissue. Finally, inductive coupling does not allow for a well-controlled distribution of the ES to desired cell targets, nor do they provide a biocompatible platform for those cells. Further, other limitations exist. Since direct coupling commonly involves the direct placement of an electrode, it can be invasive and cause local imbalances in pH. Other techniques like capacitive coupling require high voltages to work which can be harmful to cells. Polymer scaffolds specifically made with conductive materials are a popular way to counteract these issues.Fig. 2An example of a typical commercially available ES system for *in vitro* cell culture experiments. Carbon electrodes deploy the applied potential to cells on a substrate in the tissue culture plates and the power module allows different treatment conditions. Many researchers and laboratories continue to use custom built stimulators and parameters to study cell-material interactions and phenotype development under the influence of ES.Fig. 2Fig. 3Summary of pre-clinical studies for the repair and regeneration of musculoskeletal tissues and wound healing \[[@bib24],[@bib35],[@bib102],[@bib150],[@bib151]\]. Most of the ES studies rely on signal transduction from dermis nerves to applied skin electrodes for stimulation and measurement. Several studies report use of standard percutaneous ES using 10 mm diameter Silver/Silver Chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrodes (3 M Company) to enable ES. The cathode is placed over the implanted graft and the anode is placed over the connective tissue.Fig. 3

2.2. Conductive polymers and other materials {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------------------

Conductive polymers are those typically defined by their ability to easily move electrons within and between their chains \[[@bib31]\]. Typical conductive polymers achieve this through pi-bond conjugation. Electrons bound in pi-bonds are much less tightly held than those in sigma-bonds. Conjugation of these bonds leads to pi-bond orbital overlap which facilitates delocalization of charge, enabling conduction \[[@bib27]\]. Further, these polymers must be fabricated with a dopant in order to convert them from their neutral state into a charged and conducting one \[[@bib26],[@bib45],[@bib46]\]. This can come in the form of an n-type, reducing dopant, which donates an electron to the system or a p-type, oxidizing dopant that effectively removes an electron from the system \[[@bib47],[@bib48]\]. Typically, dopants are integrated into the lattice structure by the use of strong acids containing different aromatic substitutions or the use of amphiphilic dopants such as sulfonic acid \[[@bib27]\]. The most studied conductive polymer to date is polypyrrole (PPY) \[[@bib27],[@bib31],[@bib38],[@bib49], [@bib50], [@bib51], [@bib52]\]. Dopants greatly impact the resulting oxidation state of conductive matrices such as PPY leading to impacts on thermal stability and differences in conductivity up to 10^2^ \[[@bib53]\]. Other well-documented conductive polymers include polyaniline (PANI) and polythiophene derivatives, namely poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) \[[@bib26],[@bib50],[@bib54]\]. All of these polymers have displayed the ability to effectively deliver ES to target cells. On the other hand, these polymers also share two serious disadvantages. First, conductive polymers are in general thermosets and hence not easily processed after fabrication, not degradable, and often brittle. This greatly limits their versatility and applicability. Non-biodegradable PANI implants have even been shown to cause a degree of inflammation that requires surgical removal \[[@bib54]\]. Therefore, newer materials and strategies are required for the effective utilization of ES in biomedical applications.

Polymeric composite structures doped with metallic nanoparticles and carbon fillers offers an attractive means to deliver ES \[[@bib27]\]. Doing so imparts the conductivity of the polymer into a system that may already be biodegradable and pliable. Another approach is to modify the backbone of natural polymers with either cationic or anionic functional groups \[[@bib55]\]. Among the carbon fillers, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene have gained much attention as composite approaches to deliver ES. Graphene is used in this application due to the fact that it possesses great conduction and accompanying electron mobility, can be easily dispersed and functionalized, and has good chemical and thermal stability \[[@bib56],[@bib57]\]. A common method for composite formation is the addition of a conductive filler to a natural and biocompatible hydrogel system \[[@bib58]\]. One example of this is a PPY/alginate hydrogel composite created by Yang et al. for the purpose of neural tissue engineering \[[@bib38]\]. This system was created by polymerization of PPY with alginate hydrogels. As a result, the hybrid scaffold was shown to promote mesenchymal stem cell adhesion and growth as well as promote neural differentiation of these stem cells. It should be noted that the PPY contained within the system still produced a mild inflammatory effect \[[@bib38]\]. Another instance of this motif was a system created by Sayyar et al. that contained conductive graphene filler within a chitosan/lactic acid hydrogel \[[@bib59]\]. This system was a classic case that highlighted the purpose of using a composite. Addition of the graphene changed the chitosan-based hydrogel from its base insulating form to a conducting material. Moreover, graphene alone can be toxic to cells as it can penetrate the cell membrane and cause oxidative stress if it accumulates \[[@bib59]\]. This negative effect was shown to be mitigated by using low concentrations and suspension in a hydrogel \[[@bib59]\].

Composites have proven effective at mitigating the advantages and disadvantages of conductive materials. The use of modified chitosan scaffolds is currently being studied. Sulfonated chitosan in particular generates a lot of interest due to their hemocompatible properties, as they prevent the formation of blood clots by nature of their anti-thrombogenic characteristics and lack of platelet adhesion \[[@bib60],[@bib61]\]. Sulfonation as a doping mechanism increases conductivity of polymers and maintains the polymers' conductive properties for longer periods of time. Our previous work investigated the electrical conductivity of sulfonated IC polymers. [Table-2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the ionic conductivity of sulfonated poly (methyl vinyl ether-alt-maleic anhydride)/poly vinyl alcohol (SPMVEMA/PVA), poly (ether ether ketone) (SPEEK), poly (ether sulfone) (SPES) and poly (phenylene oxide) (SPPO) matrices. Ionic conductivity of these matrices is directly proportional to its ion exchange capacity (IEC) and water content \[[@bib62]\]. These IC polymers such as ionic hydrogels \[chitosan\] have an additional utility as a replacement or insulator of conventional electrical electrodes \[[@bib63]\]. They could potentially deliver an electric stimulus to the tissue while having less of a negative inflammatory outcome caused by both metal and carbon-based electrodes. These hydrogel-based ionic conductors separate the traditional electrode from the biological tissues. And they also dissipate the heat generated by the current from the electrodes due to their high-water content. This protects the target tissue from negative electrochemical and thermal reactions. Due to their high and sustained conductivity, IC polymers confer overcoming limitations of other materials in ES applications. They function by conducting electrical charges via the flow of counter ions in the physiological environment and can be synthesized to carry positive (cation exchange) or negative (anion exchange) charges, thus increasing the versatility of IC polymers for use as electrodes \[[@bib64]\].Table 2Examples of ionically conductive (IC) polymers bearing sulfonic groups previously used by the Kumbar laboratory \[[@bib62]\]. IEC = ion exchange capacity; SPEEK = sulfonated poly-ether ether ketone; sulfonated SPES = poly (ether sulfone); SPPO = sulfonated poly (phenylene oxide); SPMVEMA/PVA = sulfonated poly (methyl vinyl ether-alt-maleic anhydride)/poly vinyl alcohol.Table 2Polymers% water contentIEC m equiv./gMembrane conductivity mS/cmSPEEK31.871.10035.39SPES20.000.30810.29SPPO48.001.7553.55SPMVEMA/PVA38.50.44729.51

It is also important to note that this conductivity profile remains constant in physiological solutions over a period of several weeks while electronically conducting polymers such as PANI and PPY declines in a few weeks as a result of their reduction \[[@bib62]\]. The differential mode of conduction of electricity for both IC and electronically conducting polymers is presented in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. For instance, IC polymers conduct electricity through the counter flow of positive and negatively charged ions rather than electrons \[[@bib33]\]. The use of electrical stimulation has a mechanistic effect on the alignment, migration and proliferation of cells.Fig. 4Pictorial representation of current flow in electronically conductive and ionically conductive materials. IC polymers rely on the counter flow of ions to conduct electricity in physiological environments as opposed to electron movement in conducting polymers \[[@bib33]\].Fig. 4

3. The mechanistic effects of stimulation {#sec3}
=========================================

3.1. Effects of electrical stimulation on cell alignment {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------------------

ES direction plays a significant role in aligning and redirecting random cells to the direction in relation to the electric field direction applied. There are various types of cells that align perpendicularly and parallel to electric field vector direction to minimize the field gradient across the cells. Cardiac adipose tissue-derived progenitor cells, endothelial progenitor cells, vascular ECs, BMSCs, adipose-derived stromal cells are the different types of cells that line up themselves perpendicularly. The cells which align parallel to the applied effects of electrical stimulation are the ventricular myocytes, cardiomyocytes, myoblasts, PC-12 cells, and osteoblasts. Typically, the intensity of the ES is \< 10V/cm, and the cells aligned better with the intensity of the ES, but the activity of the cells is decreased comparatively \[[@bib64]\].

3.2. Effects of electrical stimulation on cell migration {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------------------------

The cell migration also relies on the electrical field applied along with the cell alignment. ES′ guiding effect on cell migration often depends on the type of cell, and electrotaxis is called the method of directing the cells \[[@bib65]\]. The following cells are drawn to the cathode and are NSCs, macrophages, mouse neural precursor cells (NPCs), osteoblasts, and endothelial progenitor cells, while the cell types such as BMSCs, human dermal fibroblasts, and SCs are at the anode. The ES intensity can induce cell migration from a minimum of 0.1V/cm to a maximum of 12V/cm and did not result in significant cell damage, did not affect the cell phenotype or the potential for differentiation. At the same time, cells with higher ES intensity showed increasingly increased migration rate and size. It is still uncertain what mechanism contributes to electrotaxis. Other factors may be considered, such as endogenous microenvironment, ion channels, membrane receptors, transportation proteins and competing signal pathways such as Wnt/GSK3β and TGFβ1/ERK/NF-ÿB \[[@bib66]\]. In addition to signal pathways, ion channels such as voltage gated Ca^2+^ channels, during ES, are a critical part of membrane polarization and cell response. The current causes a flood of ions through ion channels and transporters (Na^+^, Cl^−^, K^+^, Ca^2+^, etc.) In response to ES, intracellular molecular polarization and transport channel polarization, then ion flow occurs, and cytoskeleton changes cause direct cell migration, thus leading to persistent cell migration to cathode.

3.3. Effects of electrical stimulation on cell proliferation {#sec3.3}
------------------------------------------------------------

The cell proliferation increases with applied proper electrical stimulation, usually under \< 1V/cm of continuous stimulation. Within the range of ES intensity, the rate of cell proliferation increases as the intensity increases. For instance, preosteoblasts, osteoblasts, unregulated human somatic stem cells, human umbilical vein ECs, NSCs, human dermal fibroblasts display 0.2 to 1.5 times proliferation, with cellular metabolic activity increasing, and do not affect cell phenotype. High-intensity ES of \>100V/cm is also beneficial for single-stimulation cell proliferation in a short time (\<1 ms), but extremely high-intensity results in cell death \[[@bib67]\].

3.4. Effects of electrical stimulation on cell differentiation {#sec3.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Stem cell therapy provides a promising approach for regenerative medicine. The cardiac differentiation of pluripotent stem cells and muscle cells induced by humans should encourage electrical stimulation factors of low intensity (several minutes to 0.06\~6V/cm) by the short term \[[@bib68]\]. Neurons are separated from neural progenitor cells with the ES influence, neural precursor cells rather than being divided into glial cells. The stimulation intensity is basically \<2 V/cm and sustain more than 7days. The differential medium can appropriately add with FBS, retinoic acid, and nerve growth factor. ES can induce bone marrow stromal cells, BMSCs, MC3T3-E1 cells osteogenic differentiation instead of cartilage, stimulation intensity should be \< 2 V/cm and sustain 14--28 days, the medium need to add dexamethasone in most cases \[[@bib67]\]. Therefore, the application of ES could provide a valid approach to induce cell differentiation in tissue engineering. The following sections detail the use of these electroactive materials in the form of scaffolds for a variety of tissue regeneration applications.

4. Wound healing {#sec4}
================

4.1. Effects of ES on skin/wound healing {#sec4.1}
----------------------------------------

Skin establishes an endogenous electric field following injury. Zhao et al. displayed that following wounds of both a rat cornea and human skin, an outward current from the wound with a magnitude of 1--10 μA/cm^2^ could be measured at various stages of healing \[[@bib69]\]. The electric field variation changed to positive charges at the wound center. Reversing the applied field with an external electric field caused wound opening while the opposite of this significantly increased epithelial cell movement into the wound \[[@bib69]\]. When directed towards skin wounds, ES has been shown to accelerate the wound healing process \[[@bib70]\]. ES promotes accelerated healing of wounds, ulcers, and breaks in the epidermis \[[@bib70],[@bib71]\]. It has been shown to increase the presence and activity of human skin fibroblasts \[[@bib72], [@bib73], [@bib74]\]. The ability of fibroblasts to respond to ES in the dermis is thought to be *via* an opening of voltage-gated Ca^2+^ channels found on the surface of fibroblasts, with a subsequent increase in their activity and presence at the site of a wound \[[@bib42]\]. A second mechanism by which ES is thought to accelerate wound healing is via ionic attraction. ES can serve to attract cells necessary for the healing process including neutrophils, macrophages, fibroblasts, and epidermal cells, as these all carry a negative charge \[[@bib71]\]. Studies have also shown ES promotes accelerated healing, and regenerated tissue exhibits increased tensile properties compared with control \[[@bib71]\]. Furthermore, ES is beneficial in providing an increase in temperature to the affected skin, resulting in increased perfusion to the area, promoting tissue healing \[[@bib75]\]. ES also has been shown to promote angiogenesis, another important mediator of wound healing \[[@bib70],[@bib76]\]. Of note, emerging evidence suggests that low frequency ES (\<10 Hz) has higher efficacy and faster healing rates than higher frequencies of ES (\>50 Hz). The benefits of wound healing and associated changes at the cellular/molecular level under the influence of ES are summarized in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Though initial findings are encouraging, further studies are warranted to fine tune ES parameters for specific wound size and thickness to harness benefits \[[@bib75]\]. Specifically, future studies should investigate different voltage intensities, frequencies, and delays from initial injury to adequately assess the most beneficial way that ES could be used in a clinical setting.Fig. 5Application of ES in wound healing and outcome analysis. ES promoted wound healing as a result of increased fibroblast activity, ECM production, and vasculature development \[[@bib42],[@bib70],[@bib71]\].Fig. 5

4.2. Role of conducting polymers with ES {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------------

While many studies have investigated the effects of ES on skin healing, very few have done so with a conductive material. An *in vitro* study by Rouabhia et al. evaluated the viability of this approach through its effects on fibroblasts in culture \[[@bib72]\]. The study used a PPY/poly ([l]{.smallcaps}-lactic acid) (PLA) membrane supplemented with bioactive heparin. ES was applied to fibroblasts through the conductive membrane they were seeded on. No toxic effects were noted as measured by LDH levels. Further, ES applied to a scratched defect in this culture increased the rate of fibroblast healing \[[@bib72]\]. Briefly, after fibroblasts were electrically stimulated on the membrane, they were grown to confluence in 6-well plates at which point a sterile pipette tip was used to create a 0.5 mm defect. Cells initially stimulated through the membrane closed the wound in a 24 h period, outperforming the non-stimulated cells which remained with 30--40% of their initial wound left to heal in the same time frame \[[@bib72]\].

5. Nervous tissue {#sec5}
=================

5.1. Action potential {#sec5.1}
---------------------

Electrical phenomena play a key role in the function of many anatomical systems, especially the nervous system \[[@bib77],[@bib78]\]. Nerve cells are prevalent throughout the entire human body, and peripheral nerve injuries are the focus of tissue engineering research, which we have discussed previously \[[@bib35]\]. The gross peripheral nerve morphology and action potential response are presented in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Important to the critical functioning of nerve cells, a prevalent electrical potential difference exists between a cell and its environment. Naturally, cells possess a negative charge compared to their surroundings, therefore, the surroundings are considered to be 0 V which results in an average membrane potential of around −70 mV. When there are no net stimuli applied to nerve cells, this potential remains relatively constant and is known as the resting membrane potential. If a stimulus is great enough to cause a depolarization of the membrane to −55 mV an action potential can occur. During an action potential, Na + channels in the cell membrane readily open once −55 mV is reached, when the potential reaches 30 mV Na + channels close and K+ channels open. The opening of K+ channels leads to repolarization. During repolarization, the membrane potential goes below resting potential to around −90 mV, which is termed hyperpolarization \[[@bib27]\]. As a result, action potentials can only propagate in one direction, and there is a subsequent latency period during which another action potential cannot occur. Action potentials are the modality in which the nervous system transmits all of its information and messages. These events are caused by differences in electrical potential and demonstrate how integral electricity is to the function of the nervous system. Once the action potential propagates to the nerve terminal, voltage-gated calcium channels are activated. This leads to an influx of Ca^2+^, which triggers conformational changes in docking proteins, leading to synaptic vesicles (which store neurotransmitters) docking, fusing, and releasing their contents across the synaptic cleft. To add to this, Demerens et al. showed that electrical activity of nearby axons is required for the process of myelination in the central nervous system \[[@bib79]\]. Also, an experiment by Schmidt et al. showed how ES increases neurite growth in PC-12 cells from a rat by an average of 8.64 μm \[[@bib29]\]. From this, it can be seen that electrical signals can also influence a wide variety of cellular behaviors \[[@bib80]\]. Our previous *in vitro* work, illustrated in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, demonstrated that electrically stimulated human mesenchymal stem cells displayed characteristic neuronal cell bodies and dendritic-like processes, again supporting the favorable effects of ES on nerve regeneration \[[@bib33]\] (see [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 6Schematics of peripheral nerve and associated action potential. (A) Peripheral Nerve: The epineurium (black), is an outer layer of tough, dense connective tissue surrounding the nerve fascicles and blood vessels. The epineurium provides both support structure and fibroblasts used in maintenance of the nerve sheaths. The perineurium (blue) is the middle protective sheath made of smooth laminar connective tissue, which is used to protect the bundles of axons, called fascicles. The blood vessels (red) are used to supply blood flow to the nerve; capillaries of the blood vessels reach into the perineurium. The axons and their individual surrounding myelin sheaths (green) are the long projections of neurons use to conduct electrical impulses in the form of action potentials. (B) The action potential can be defined as the charge on the membrane of a nerve (membrane potential) over time during an electrical pulse. Sodium and potassium channels enable depolarization and repolarization.Fig. 6Fig. 7Effects of ES on neurons. In response to externally applied ES (blue), an action potential is triggered (red arrows) which propagates along the axon length. Triggering of voltage-gated Ca^2+^ channels (green rectangles) results in influx of Ca^2+^, triggering a conformational change in docking proteins, resulting in the fusion of synaptic vesicles (yellow spheres) with the outer membrane and release of neurotransmitter (red spheres) on post-synaptic target cells. Neurotransmitter binds to receptors and results in a variety of increases in cellular and molecular functioning.Fig. 7Fig. 8Optical micrographs elucidating the changes in cell morphology in response to chemical (nerve growth factor; NGF) and electrical stimulation (ES) *in vitro*. (A) Human mesenchymal stem cells change into elongated branching cells with ES treatment while untreated cells (negative control) do not. Chemical treatment in the form of NGF also induced an elongated branched morphology (positive control). (B) Quantified length of cells at day 10 showing ES and NGF cells with greater cell length compared to untreated control cells. (C) Quantified width of cells at day 10 showing ES and NGF cells have smaller width than untreated cells \[[@bib33]\].Fig. 8

5.2. ES effects on nervous tissue {#sec5.2}
---------------------------------

The regenerative capabilities of ES on nervous tissue have been well studied \[[@bib81]\]. Most applications involve a low frequency stimulus, around 20 Hz, which is the mean firing frequency of motor neurons in animals and humans \[[@bib82]\]. This low frequency stimulus has been shown to benefit nerve regeneration by accelerating axon growth, leading to improved motor and/or sensory functionality, and promoting remyelination \[[@bib81],[@bib83], [@bib84], [@bib85]\]. Several components of the mechanism behind the effects of ES on nervous tissue have been discovered. ES acts on the cell body of nerve cells and requires action potentials to exert its effects. This has been shown in previous studies, including by Al-Majed et al. who demonstrated that the use of tetrodotoxin, a toxin that blocks action potential propagation and transmission to the cell body, blocks the effects of ES \[[@bib83],[@bib86]\]; Tetrodotoxin blocks voltage-gated sodium channels, which are required for action potential generation and propagation. It has also been noted that ES increases cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) levels \[[@bib81],[@bib84],[@bib86]\]. Further, ES upregulates the expression of the neurotrophic factors neurotrophin-4/5 (NT-4/5) and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and their receptors \[[@bib81],[@bib84], [@bib85], [@bib86]\]. In addition to neurotrophic factors, ES also increases expression of regenerative and cytoskeletal markers including tubulin, actin, and growth-associated protein 43 (GAP-43) \[[@bib81],[@bib84]\].

The theory behind this upregulation of various regenerative factors by ES is an influx of calcium ions \[[@bib81],[@bib86]\]. While the enhanced tissue regrowth properties of ES have been readily studied in animal models, human clinical trials have also been performed and patented devices for ES exist \[[@bib86], [@bib87], [@bib88]\]. A clinical trial was performed by Gordon et al. to assess the efficacy of 20 Hz ES on the healing process after carpal tunnel release surgery. As a result, the group found that the treatment accelerated and completely re-innervated the targeted thenar muscles leading to earlier and superior functional recovery for patients \[[@bib87]\]. [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the effects of ES on neural tissue and associated mechanisms in their regeneration. A pre-clinical study in rat models showed that ES significantly improved sensory and motoneuron axon regeneration and recovery \[[@bib89]\]. Brushart and colleagues showed that ES improved re-innervation of neuronal targets after nerve transections, and, importantly, significantly increased the specificity of their target tissue during the regeneration process \[[@bib89]\]. Thus, ES both improved the ability of neurons to regenerate, as well as improved their ability to re-innervate the original target cells/tissues, which is critical to the proper functioning of motor and sensory neurons. Another rat study observed after sciatic nerve transections that the ES group experienced higher levels of expression of both BDNF and the TrkB receptor (the receptor for BDNF and NT-3 growth factors) \[[@bib90]\]. Additionally, there was a higher level of axonal regeneration in the ES group, but only when ES was applied within 1 week after the transection occurred \[[@bib90]\]. A similar study in rat models demonstrated that short-term ES resulted in significant increases in regenerative gene mRNA, including GAP-43 and T-alpha1-tubulin, which correlates with other evidence supporting accelerated and enhanced axonal regeneration after ES \[[@bib91]\]. Clinical trials using ES to improve sensory recovery in patients with complete digital nerve transections showed improved patient recovery of cold and heat detection thresholds, pressure sensory function, and 2-point discriminatory ability \[[@bib86]\]. [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} summarizes several *in vivo* findings of nerve regeneration in conjunction with ES. All these studies are suggestive of beneficial outcomes of neural functions in response to ES and its potential a viable therapeutic option.Fig. 9Summary of peripheral nerve regeneration outcomes in response to applied ES. In general, ES enhanced the secretion of various cytokines and receptor expression that contributed to functional neural tissue regeneration \[[@bib86],[@bib87],[@bib90],[@bib91]\].Fig. 9Fig. 10Summary of tendon tissue regeneration in response to ES. Overall, ES contributed to increased cell proliferation; ECM secretion is quite similar to the effects observed in ES-mediated wound healing \[[@bib36],[@bib104]\].Fig. 10

5.3. Role of conducting polymers and growth factors {#sec5.3}
---------------------------------------------------

Delivery of ES through conductive polymeric scaffolds is an attractive option to relay electrical signals to cellular function. Among several conductive polymers, PPY has been extensively tested for its potential in nervous tissue engineering applications. Shi et al. fabricated a novel dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid (DBSA) doped PPY-cellulose nano-porous scaffolds and seeded them with PC12 cells, a cell line derived from rat adrenal glands, which were further subjected to ES. Increased cell adhesion and proliferation, greater neurite outgrowth, and significant gain in superficial neural phenotypical expression were observed in these scaffolds \[[@bib92]\]. Huang et al. tested viability of this approach in 15 mm critical-sized rat sciatic nerve defects. Composite scaffolds of PPY/chitosan were created through longitudinal freeze drying resulted in a micro-channeled structure with honeycomb-like transverse sections. Their work showed ES resulted in numerous positive outcomes: increased size and number of myelinated axons, improved axonal regeneration, greater motor function, faster nerve conducting velocity, and an upregulation of neuronal proteins such as S-100 and BDNF \[[@bib93]\]. BDNF is a neuronal protein found in many central and peripheral nervous system cells, and S-100 is a commonly used marker for peripheral nerve myelin, and is present in all Schwann cells. Such neurotrophic growth factors can have a synergistic effect with ES. An example of this was the use of a PPY scaffold seeded with BDNF and neurotrophin-3 (NT-3) via solution during the polymerization reaction \[[@bib94]\]. These scaffolds were implanted in rat cochlear neural explants and subjected to ES for 8 h every 24-h period \[[@bib94]\]. Coupled with ES, the growth factors were released from the scaffold at an increased rate during the 8-h period. The result of this experiment was a doubling of neurite growth in the implant group, as measured by fluorescence microscopy. Thompson et al. attributed this synergistic relationship to ES increasing Trk receptors on cell membranes leading to a greater effect of the NTs \[[@bib94]\]. From these studies, it is clear how much PPY has been investigated, however, it is not the only conductive polymer that shows potential for ES applications.

Few studies have explored PANI-based scaffolds in conjunction with ES. Prabhakam et al. created PLLA-PANI electrospun composite scaffolds at a ratio of 85:15 \[[@bib77]\]. Immortalized multipotent C17.2 rat neural progenitor cells seeded onto the scaffold were stimulated for 60 min at 100 mV. Application of ES resulted in increased neurite length measuring 24 ± 4 μm as compared to control 15 ± 3 μm without ES. It was hypothesized that the observed phenomenon was due to changes in local electric fields of ECM proteins with application of ES that increased protein absorption onto scaffolds leading to increased neurite outgrowth \[[@bib77]\]. All these studies are suggestive of beneficial effects of ES in enhancing neurite growth. Optimizing ES parameters and conducting scaffolds may benefit the upregulation of neurotrophic factors at the defect site and promote nerve regeneration.

6. Tendons and ligaments {#sec6}
========================

6.1. Tendon and ligament structure {#sec6.1}
----------------------------------

Tendons are a type of connective tissue that function to attach muscle to bone. Tendinous tissue is composed of individual fibers largely made up of type 1 collagen, elastin, and proteoglycans \[[@bib95], [@bib96], [@bib97]\]. Tendons serve to minimize damage to muscle due to shear stress, and protect from overstretch as well as excessive force and contractions \[[@bib95],[@bib98],[@bib99]\]. Repair of damaged tendons as well as degenerated tendons subjected to repeated stress results in scar tissue formation, predominantly made up of type III collagen. The repair process has been classified in three phases -- inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling \[[@bib100]\]. The phases involve the migration and proliferation of fibroblasts with eventual collagen formation, as well as an initial increase in capillaries. Eventually, the collagen fibers are remodeled, and the number of capillaries declines \[[@bib36],[@bib100]\].

Ligaments are structurally similar to tendon, but serve to connect bone to bone \[[@bib101]\]. Made up of dense connective tissue, there are a few cellular differences compared to tendon \[[@bib95]\]. Ligaments contain fibroblasts which are more active, and ligamentous tissue is comprised of larger proportions of type III collagen and glycosaminoglycans compared to tendinous tissue \[[@bib95]\]. Similar to tendon, the repair and regeneration process also results in scar tissue, largely composed of type IIII collagen, however there is a degree of remodeling that occurs, which replaces type III with type I collagen, which has superior mechanical properties \[[@bib95]\].

6.2. Effects of ES on tendons/ligaments {#sec6.2}
---------------------------------------

Within tendinous tissue, studies have shown that ES promotes an accelerated and enhanced repair process. Clinical trials have shown that microcurrents applied to damaged tendons enhance the healing process in animal studies, and that the polarity of the microcurrent may play a role in the extent of healing \[[@bib102]\]. Studies have shown there is a short-term increase in both capillaries and fibroblasts under the influence of ES within connective tissue \[[@bib36]\]. Fibroblasts undergo massive expansion evidenced through increased DNA content and protein expression under the influence of ES \[[@bib42],[@bib103]\]. An upsurge in capillaries results in an increase of required nutrients that can assist in the regeneration and repair process. A significant rise in collagen synthesis via an increased number of fibroblasts functions to accelerate the repair process in damaged tendon. Scar tissue repair remains the primary way through which tendinous tissue heals, and ES accelerates and enhances this process \[[@bib36]\].

Burssens et al. clinical investigation on the use of transcutaneous ES during Achilles tendon repair showed a significant increase in collagen production and organization, as compared to controls \[[@bib104]\]. Upregulation of substance P and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) in the presence of ES resulted in improved tendon healing. These neurotransmitters, released from peripheral nerve terminals are also thought to play important roles in the healing process, facilitating fibroblast function and migration \[[@bib104]\]. [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the major ES studies performed on tendon and their clinical outcomes. Further clinical investigations are needed to understand the role of ES in conjunction with conductive polymers for tendon/ligament repair and regeneration as an adjunctive therapy.

7. Muscle {#sec7}
=========

7.1. Muscle structure {#sec7.1}
---------------------

Muscle including skeletal, cardiac, and smooth have the ability to respond to ES \[[@bib105]\]. Studies have shown that electromagnetic fields affect muscle cell division and signaling \[[@bib106]\]. Skeletal muscle receives electrical signals from the nervous system vital to normal function in the body \[[@bib107]\]. Electromagnetic fields affect cardiac muscle constantly through transfer of electrical signals that instruct the heart to beat \[[@bib108]\]. Electrical stimulus is needed for smooth muscle vasoconstriction and rhythmic contractions in intestines. Thus, use of conductive polymeric structures in conjunction with ES may lead to better muscle repair and regeneration. Skeletal muscle is a highly aligned, multinucleated, and anisotropic tissue \[[@bib109],[@bib110]\]; Anisotropy means that the cell\'s properties change based on direction. This anisotropy becomes a challenge when attempting to promote myoblast growth and differentiation into myotubes and eventually functional skeletal muscle. Any successful attempt to regenerate skeletal muscle must direct the growth of myoblasts to create a tissue that retains the anisotropic properties of natural skeletal muscle.

7.2. Implications of ES on muscle tissue {#sec7.2}
----------------------------------------

The excitability of muscle tissue can be seen on a macroscopic level. When external ES is applied at a great enough amplitude, a contraction of the muscle can be induced \[[@bib111], [@bib112], [@bib113]\]. When limbs are immobilized for long periods of time due to injury or recovery from surgeries, a loss of muscle mass and strength can be expected due to atrophy. Using external ES to artificially contract the immobilized muscle has proven effective in preventing this unfortunate muscle wasting \[[@bib112],[@bib114]\]. While ES can cause changes visible to the eye, it concurrently affects muscle cells on a molecular level. Langelaan et al. used an immortalized myoblast cell lineage, C2C12, and muscle progenitor cells to give insight to the effects of ES on the cells themselves. The results showed an advanced maturation of both cell types subject to a 2 Hz, 4 V/cm signal. This was evidenced by increased levels of α-actinin and cross striations in both samples and an enhanced presence of sarcomere actin in C2C12 cells \[[@bib115]\]. Synchronous contractions of C2C12 cells were observed after 3 days of ES due to the propagation of action potentials leading to releases of calcium ions from the sarcoplasmic reticulum \[[@bib115]\]. This effect can even be seen in humans where *in vivo* ES has been shown to increase muscle protein synthesis \[[@bib116]\]. ES is currently used as a form of atrophy treatment with muscle tissue and the cellular effects provide insight into its regenerative capacity.

7.3. Effects of ES combined with conductive polymers and growth factors {#sec7.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The use of conductive polymers has been shown to have progressive results towards the regeneration of skeletal muscle tissue. In one case, an electrically conductive PPY and polyurethane scaffold with cultured C2C12 mouse myoblasts resulted in increased cell growth myotube formation \[[@bib117]\]. Broda et al. attributed this result to increased cell-cell interactions due to the electrically conductive scaffold \[[@bib117]\]. It is important to note that no external ES was applied and conductive substrate mediated the cell-cell interaction. Similar observations were also made by Gilmore et al. where mouse primary myoblast resulted in multinucleated myofiber formation \[[@bib118]\]. Mouse C2C12 myoblast cells on a poly-ε-caprolactone composite under the influence of ES showed alignment and myotube formation \[[@bib110]\]. Although conductive polymers enhance myoblast growth on their own, their effect can be increased once complemented with ES. For instance, multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) have been embedded with para-toluene sulfonic acid-doped PPY. These MWCNTs were then seeded with primary murine myoblasts and underwent various protocols including ES. Compared to other groups, ES with the doped conductive polymer lead to a 38% increase in cell density, more myotubes with 7.5% more having multinucleated structures, and a 12.4% greater myotube differentiation \[[@bib119]\]. Measurements were made through immunofluorescent staining for desmin with myotube differentiation defined by the number of nuclei within myotubes out of the total number of nuclei \[[@bib119]\]. Interestingly, ES can even improve the function of formed fibers. In a 3D collagen scaffold implanted with C2C12 cells, ES not only improved myofiber formation, but, also promoted the development of contractile apparatuses in cells as well as sarcomeres \[[@bib120]\].

Utilizing ES to promote muscle repair clinically has been partially investigated. ES works on muscle fibers by increasing the necessary growth factors that induce recovery and tissue healing. ES has been shown to preserve and promote the healing and recovery of damaged type 1 skeletal muscle fibers \[[@bib121]\]. Additionally, studies have shown that stimulation of muscle fibers increases the expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), an important mediator of angiogenesis and the subsequent healing process \[[@bib122]\]. The mechanism behind this increase is theorized to be a rise in VEGF mRNA transcription due to a transient oxygen deficiency in muscle fibers. Thus, the increased VEGF mRNA leads to an increase in VEGF protein and subsequent blood vessel development, promoting an increased delivery of oxygen and nutrients to affected cells \[[@bib122]\]. ES directed at muscle in conjunction with biomaterials can lead to improved clinical outcomes after skeletal muscle injury. The outcomes of each method of ES on muscle and the repair mechanism it induces can be seen in [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 11Summary of muscle regeneration in response to ES. In general, ES enhanced the secretion of various cytokines that lead to increased functionality and muscle regeneration. Increased vasculature and muscle fiber density was the outcome in all these studies \[[@bib119],[@bib121],[@bib122],[@bib152],[@bib153]\].Fig. 11

While conductive polymer constructs and ES have mostly been applied to skeletal muscle, cardiac muscle has also been investigated. Conductive polymers can cause cardiac myocyte-like fates in human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) \[[@bib123]\]. Further, hMSCs have shown early cardiac cell markers through a treatment of 0.15 V/cm for 14 days on carbon nanotube PLA scaffolds. This was determined by increases in markers such as myocyte-specific enhancer factor 2C (MEF2C), cardiac troponin t (CTT), cardiac myosin heavy chain (CMHC), and connexin-43 (C43) \[[@bib108]\]. These findings point to the benefits of conductive polymers and ES on muscle regeneration in addition to a desired stem cell differentiation. The effects of ES on smooth muscle have not been as extensively studied as other muscle types. Experiments have noted increased expression in the contractile proteins smooth muscle α-actin and smooth muscle myosin heavy chain \[[@bib107]\]. Although further research is needed for the clinical translation of ES in tissue engineering, conducted studies have shown great promise at both tissue and cellular levels.

8. Bone {#sec8}
=======

8.1. Bone bioelectricity {#sec8.1}
------------------------

Bone tissue possesses endogenous electrical signals and has a high capacity to regenerate \[[@bib124]\]. There are multiple important electrical properties to consider when looking at bone. First, bone is a piezoelectric material, it generates electrical potentials when subjected to stress. This electrical potential is predominantly driven by the sheer force of collagen \[[@bib124],[@bib125]\]. During stress, parts of the bone under compression become electronegative leading to bone resorption, while those under tension become electropositive resulting in bone production \[[@bib24]\]. Second, when bone tissue is damaged, injury potentials are formed which create endogenous currents that aid in the wound healing process \[[@bib124]\]. It is important to note that osteoblast cells are responsible for bone growth while osteoclasts facilitate the bone resorption \[[@bib126], [@bib127], [@bib128]\], and using external ES researchers hope to influence these properties in a way to treat various orthopedic injuries.

8.2. The use of ES for bone regeneration {#sec8.2}
----------------------------------------

In addition to the endogenous electrical signals in bones, external ES has been shown to cause several osteogenic responses. One such effect is that ion mobility in and out of the cellular membrane increases with applied ES. Such changes in ion concentrations, especially calcium ions, can lead to altered cellular function \[[@bib129]\]. Additionally, transduction of weak ES can lead to signal transduction into the cell interior and to coupling proteins. Cellular changes within bone tissue due to ES such as the inhibition of membrane-associated cAMP and increased DNA synthesis have been noted. ES can also be used to control cell migration as cells will naturally move toward the cathode due to their naturally negative charge and a phenomenon in which Ca^2+^ ions enter the anode side of the cell \[[@bib124]\]. For regenerative purposes, ES has been used to heal nonunion, delayed unions, osteotomies, and acute spinal injuries \[[@bib130], [@bib131], [@bib132]\]. The sites of the electrical stimulators also create environments favorable for bone growth. For example, due to a chemical reaction at the cathode during direct current (DC) ES, hydroxide ion is formed. Increased concentrations of this ion lowers oxygen concentration and heightens the local pH resulting in increased bone formation by osteoblast and a reduction in osteoclast activity \[[@bib24],[@bib133]\].

Aside from its regenerative benefits on bone tissue, ES can promote osteogenic lineages among various precursor cells. One cell type is the MG63 human osteoblast-like cell. When stimulated by a 15 Hz pulsed electromagnetic field, the number of cellular vesicles with alkaline phosphatase, collagen production, and osteocalcin production increased. These findings all point to improved osteogenic differentiation of MG63 cells \[[@bib134]\]. The natural electrical properties and changes caused by external ES make it a promising point of study for bone tissue engineering.

Additionally, ES has been shown to enhance healing and accelerate formation of bone matrix \[[@bib135]\]. It works by increasing bone density and promoting the union and healing of damaged bone. As mentioned above, ES increases the proliferation and activity of osteoblasts when cultured *in vitro* \[[@bib136]\]. An additional proposed mechanism for the effects of ES on osseous tissue is via regulation of osteoblast activity. ES increases the expression of both osteonectin and osteocalcin within osteoblasts. Both proteins are critical for increasing the mineralized portion of bone \[[@bib135], [@bib136], [@bib137]\]. Additionally, ES has been shown to increase mRNA expression of the collagen type-I gene within osteoblasts, leading to a subsequent increase in collagen-I protein levels \[[@bib136]\]. Collagen -- primarily type I collagen -- is the major component of the organic portion of bone. Another study displayed that electrically stimulated hydroxyapatite ceramics used for bone implants displayed significantly improved bone ingrowth compared to controls \[[@bib138]\]. The implants had an increase in overall osteoblast activity \[[@bib138]\]. ES promotes bone regrowth, regeneration, and increased density by regulating the activity of osteoblasts. In summary, ES enhances bone reformation and healing via pathways that assist both the supporter cells that lay down new bone and remodel old bone (osteoblasts) and by optimizing the function and activity of the osteocytes themselves via ion channel activity altering cellular functions.

8.3. Effect of conductive polymers and ES {#sec8.3}
-----------------------------------------

Conductive scaffold systems have shown the ability to promote bone growth without the presence of ES. A scaffold containing PPY, alginate, and chitosan was made through a lyophilization process by Sajesh et al. \[[@bib139]\]. MG-63 cells on these scaffolds resulted in apatite layer formation \[[@bib139]\]. PLA mixed with heparin-containing PPY with Saos-2 osteoblast-like cells resulted in an appetite layer with a Ca/P ratio similar to natural hydroxyapatite and upregulated expression of several osteogenic growth factors \[[@bib140]\]. Similarly, a PEDOT:PSS (poly (4-styrene sulfonate)) gelatin bioglass composite induced hMSC display of lamellipodia and filopodia, supporting cell scaffold adhesion and cell-cell interactions \[[@bib125]\]. While conductive polymers alone have shown osteogenic-promoting motifs, the addition of ES provides a synergistic effect.

Numerous conductive polymer composite scaffold systems have been used to guide ES for the potential regeneration of bone, such as poly([l]{.smallcaps}-lactide) and heparin-containing PPY scaffolds seeded with Saos-2 cells and stimulated at various DC gradients \[[@bib141]\]. A 200 mV/mm of ES resulted in significantly higher alkaline phosphate (ALP) and osteocalcin production than the control untreated group, while a 400 mV/mm of ES lowered the production of these markers, implying that excessive ES can counteract the healing process. The authors showed that excessive stimulation negatively regulates cell growth, which could be through a variety of mechanisms -- perhaps excessive activation of voltage-gated Ca^+2^ channels or depletion of intracellular proteins \[[@bib141]\]. This experiment not only showed that osteoblast markers can be controlled by ES, but also that there is an optimal stimulation required to do so \[[@bib141]\]. In addition to this, an experiment by Shao et al. coupled the effects of ES with an electrospun poly-[dl]{.smallcaps}-lactide (PLA) scaffold embedded with aligned and conductive multiwalled carbon nanotubes \[[@bib142]\]. With the presence of a 100 μA DC current, seeded osteoblasts grew along the direction of the current and the conductive fibers. This poses an attractive application for ES as a tool to align cells in order to potentially create naturally anisotropic tissues. However, this experiment again highlighted how ES parameters must be optimized as the application of a 200 μA current inhibited cell proliferation. [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the effects that ES has on bone tissue.Fig. 12Summary of bone regeneration in response to ES. Application of ES resulted in increased osteoblast activity *in vitro* and bone regeneration *in vivo*. \[[@bib135],[@bib136],[@bib154],[@bib155]\].Fig. 12

9. Immune response to ES {#sec9}
========================

Limited research reports are available that looked at immune responses under the influence of ES. Most of these studies are either clinical trials or pre-clinical models looking at immune cells, secreted enzymes, and inflammatory cytokine production. These preliminary studies have not shown significant immunological responses to ES due to limited test conditions including low to moderate treatment intensity on the healthy patient population. Studies using low-frequency transcutaneous neuromuscular ES showed no significant immune system response as measured by changes in biochemical blood components, white blood cell count, or phagocytosis and oxidative burst function of neutrophil granulocytes and monocytes. One study looked at a group of ten healthy volunteers that underwent neuromuscular ES in the quadriceps femoris muscle on both legs for ten consecutive days \[[@bib143]\]. Biochemical serum analyses were performed a day after the last stimulation and revealed that only creatine kinase (an enzyme expressed in the muscles during exercise or damage) levels were increased, although the increase was not significantly different. This finding is attributed to exercise performed by the volunteers as opposed to any immunological response, especially when considering there was no change in white blood cell count and their phagocytosis/oxidative killing functions \[[@bib143]\]. Similar outcomes were observed in another study involving twelve healthy volunteers where moderate intensity neuromuscular ES failed to produce significantly different immune responses versus control \[[@bib144]\].

While ES doesn\'t appear to have any negative effects on immunological responses, there is evidence that it can reduce inflammatory responses and suppress cytokine production. When ES is applied to the vagus nerve, the parasympathetic anti-inflammatory pathway is activated, attenuating the release of cytokines \[[@bib145]\]. The vagus nerve interfaces with the parasympathetic control of the heart, lungs, and digestive tract, and thus controls systemic inflammatory responses. Rat peripheral vagus nerves that received ES resulted in the prevention of shock and inhibition of inflammatory cytokine release when a lethal amount of endotoxin (a lipopolysaccharide known to activate cytokine release in macrophages) was administered \[[@bib145]\]. The mechanism behind this attenuation of inflammatory cytokine release is that the secretion of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine is increased when the vagus nerve is stimulated \[[@bib145]\]. However, while many animal studies support ES stimulation of the vagus nerve for the reduction of inflammatory responses, these results have not been duplicated in human clinical trials \[[@bib146]\]. In Kox et al. transvenous vagus nerve stimulation did not relieve the inflammatory response induced by endotoxin \[[@bib146]\]. In addition, transvenous vagus nerve stimulation did not alter neutrophil phagocytosis capacity or reduce the production of cytokines, in contrast to its effect in animal studies \[[@bib147]\]. More studies are needed to determine the potential for ES to reduce inflammatory responses, but current findings suggest that ES does not increase inflammation.

9.1. Limitations of ES {#sec9.1}
----------------------

The previous sections point to multiple positive impacts that ES has on many tissues in the body. While emerging evidence suggests that ES could eventually be an adjunctive treatment option for tissue healing, there are notable limitations. Though several pre-clinical studies report on the use of ES for several tissue types, these have not translated into clinical studies. Standardized clinical trials in humans can be difficult, as creating intentional injuries to certain tissues (nerve) and observing the healing process temporally is not realistic or ethical. Goals moving forward should be aimed at considering the use of ES as an adjunctive therapy as early as possible after an injury occurs, and tracking outcomes accordingly. While standardization may be difficult using this method, it will be an important step towards the implementation of ES in clinical settings.

Further studies are needed to clarify which specific parameters to use to optimize tissue regeneration and healing, as there is some variation in the literature. While some studies advocate the use of low frequency stimulation, opinions vary based on the study design as well as which tissue types (e.g., nervous, muscle, skin) are being studied. Additionally, as mentioned above there is a marked dearth of studies investigating ES as an adjunctive therapy for the healing of damaged tendons and ligaments. Although the previous mentioned studies investigating tendon repair have been promising, more research is needed.

Other limitations include the need to travel to the clinic site for every treatment, length of treatment, and costs of the transducer and other equipment. While the procedure for *in vivo* ES is non-invasive and involves electrodes placed outside the skin for stimulation, the requirement of traveling to a hospital for this procedure may diminish recruitment for clinical trials \[[@bib116]\].

10. Future focuses: Built-in electric fields {#sec10}
============================================

The future direction for the use of bioactive materials in conjunction with ES is to utilize implants with built-in electric fields. In a study from Ning et al. \[[@bib148]\]. a titanium implant was used to induce a microscale electric field (MEF) in order to apply electrical signals to cells *in vivo* without the need of an external stimulation source. The MEF was created by applying laser irradiation to the anatase titanium dioxide surface film of a titanium implant and convert it to a semiconducting rutile phase. As the anatase titanium dioxide phase is irradiated by the laser, it gains a greater electron density which leads to a transfer of electrons from the greater electron density rutile zone to the anatase zone. The results from the use of this MEF show an induction of osteogenesis BMSCs even in the absence of osteogenic supplements. In addition, there is evidence that the MEF produced by this implant promoted bone regrowth when placed in a rat femur model \[[@bib148]\].

This is reiterated in a study from Yu et al. \[[@bib149]\] where K~0.5~Na~0.5~NbO~3~ (KNN) ceramics are irradiated with a laser in a similar manner to the method described in Ning et al. \[[@bib148]\]. This creates two parallel domains with different piezoelectricity to achieve micro-zone phase transitions. The alternating phases allows the ceramic implant to have microscale electric signals which mimic the natural piezoelectric field in bone and due to this mechanism, the implants are demonstrated to induce bone regeneration *in vivo*. A third recent use of built-in electric fields to enhance the osseointegration of the implant to the native bone. In the study conducted by Liu et al. an electric field is created between the electropositive implant, coated in a ferroelectric nanofilm, and the electronegative bone \[[@bib150]\]. The BiFeO~3~- coated titanium implant is built to have surface potential that is similar to the amplitude of endogenous electronegative potentials found on the bone defect walls. This is found to increase the adhesion of cells on the implant and increase calcium ion signaling which may be a mechanism for increased osteointegration.

The use of built-in electric field in implants is a new avenue for bone repair and regeneration. It is considered a safe approach as it removes the potential cellular damage caused by applying an external electrical stimulus. Built-in electric field in implants have been proven to be effective on bone repair due to the microscale electric fields mimicking the piezoelectric field of bone tissue. However there have not been any studies to the impact caused by MEF-inducing implant itself. It is not known if the implants or their electric fields cause any negative inflammatory response. In addition, the use of built-in electric fields in implants has only been proven to be effective on osteogenesis and osteointegration. It is unknown how effective it could be to incorporate these built-in electric fields for the repair of other tissue types besides bone \[[@bib149]\].

11. Conclusion {#sec11}
==============

ES has been used clinically as a physical therapy modality to achieve better surgical outcomes. In these studies, it has been shown to enhance cell multiplication, ECM production, secretion of several cytokines, and vasculature development leading to better tissue regeneration in multiple tissues. These studies demonstrated an increase in capillary and fibroblast numbers at the wound site that preceded collagen synthesis. Successful tissue engineering requires the maintenance of sufficient vascularization to support tissue growth. Efforts to induce vascular growth into tissue-engineered scaffolds have recently focused on novel strategies to deliver specific biological factors that direct the recruitment of endothelial cell progenitors and their differentiation. For instance, incorporation of VEGF within scaffolds has been a common strategy to vascularize constructs. However, it is challenging to release optimal doses of VEGF to promote vascularization in a biological environment for tissue engineering. ES and exercise have been shown to improve blood vessel growth via expression of VEGF and increased blood flow, which has been suggested to release nitric oxide-like humoral agents that are critical regulatory molecules for angiogenesis. It is important to note that all these studies used ES alone without the involvement of any biomaterial component. However, critical-sized tissue defects require the use of biomaterials and structures for tissue repair. This will allow uniform and controlled ES at the defect site to promote regeneration.

The use of electroactive materials in conjunction with ES provides a promising new approach for the regeneration of musculoskeletal systems. Such biomaterials are necessary for medical implant applications involving long-term electrical recording and stimulation of electrogenic tissues such as brain, spinal cord, nerves, and heart. Conductive materials explored for this application rely on electronic conductivity enabled through polymers containing oxidized pi-bond conjugation states. Typically, these polymers are thermosets, brittle and non-degradable with conductivity that declines in physiologic conditions as they get reduced. Ongoing research efforts are focused on the composite approach where metallic or carbon-based fillers are dispersed into the polymeric structure to address conductivity issues. These polymers raise health concerns in the end as they involve non-degradable metallic components and their body clearance mechanism. Alternatively, IC polymers offer a potential solution to all the aforementioned complications from the biomaterial standpoint. These polymers conduct electrical charges via the flow of counter ions in the physiological environment, a conducting mechanism that is different from electronically-conducting polymers. IC polymers can be synthesized to carry positive (cation exchange) or negative (anion exchange) charges from well-studied biodegradable polymers such as chitosan, silk, PLA, and poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid). Their degradation mechanism and rate depend on the chosen polymer backbone, as well as enhanced surface erosion via ionic group modification-conferred hydrophilicity to the polymer. Recently, we have been exploring IC polymers in conjunction with ES for the repair and regeneration of neural tissue.

Application of ES in regeneration of various tissues provided beneficial effects but underlying mechanisms are poorly understood. A few preliminary studies involving ES have not shown significant immunological responses to ES due to limited test conditions including low to moderate treatment intensity on the healthy patient population. Studies performed on animal models supports these results and may demonstrate a reduction in inflammatory response. However, as the effect of electrical stimulation on the immune system has not been analyzed on its impact on cytokine or chemokine release, effects on cell death, survival or proliferation, or the impact on cell activation. Therefore, additional studies are needed to determine the specific parameters of stimulation that should be applied to enhance regenerative capacity and functional outcomes. [Table-3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} organizes the parameters used within the studies on each tissue type, thus allowing for standardized protocols for each tissue repair to be established. Establishing standard protocols for each tissue type and condition may further develop this efficient methodology for the use of regenerative therapies. Signal transduction from dermis nerves to applied skin electrodes for stimulation and measurement are currently not reliable in the absence of suitable connecting materials. In a recent opinion article, Professor Adam Heller makes a note on the use of ion-conducting hydrogels as an electrode interface to nerve for signal transduction \[[@bib63]\]. Such an approach may enable current or potential transmission via skull to deliver ES. Alternative materials in the form of IC polymers we currently explore may help in building better tissue interfaces with neural prosthetics.Table 3Comparison of electrical stimulation parameters to different tissues. The frequency, current, electric field, treatment time, and polymeric materials used are listed for every studied tissue.Table 3Tissue TypeFrequencyCurrent or Electric fieldTime of treatmentPolymeric materials usedWound Healing10--80 Hz0.004 mA\
15 mA\
50--200 mV/mm30 min up to 6 hPPY/PLA membrane\
Chitosan, nonconductive\
Bioactive nanofiberNervous Tissue20 Hz100 mV/mm\
3 V60 min- 2 weeksPLA with PANi at a ratio of 85:15\
PPY-cellulose nano-porous scaffolds\
PPY/chitosan compositeTendons and Ligaments10 Hz internal frequency 100 Hz;\
burst frequency was set at 2 Hz100lA/cm^2^20--30 minPCL-cellulose Acetate Micro-Nanostructured Fibrous ScaffoldsMuscle2--60 Hz0.15 V/cm\
4 V/cm signal60 min- 2 hPLA scaffolds\
PCL/PANi nanofibers\
PPY and polyurethane scaffold multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) embedded with para-toluene sulfonic acid-doped PPYBone15 Hz200 mV/mm of ES\
100 μA DC current2--8 hPPY, alginate, and chitosan composite\
PEDOT: PSS (poly (4-styrene sulfonate)) gelatin bioglass composite\
PPY and PLA scaffolds
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